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Abstract

The seismic wavefield, as recorded at the surface, carries information about the seismic

source and Earth’s structure along the seismic path, essential for the understanding of

the interior of our planet. For 40 years seismic tomography studies have resolved the

3D seismic velocity structure in growing detail using seismic traveltimes and wave-

forms. These studies have been driving our understanding of the dynamics and evo-

lution of the planet, but are limited in their spatial resolution to imaging scales of a

few 100s to 1000 km due to the constraints of the tomographic inversion. Detailed

studies of seismic waveforms can resolve finer scale structure but are often reliant on

serendipitous source-receiver combinations and provide very uneven coverage of the

planet. Therefore, we often lack an understanding of the fine scale structure of the

Earth that is important to understand structures and processes such as mantle plumes

or details of slab recycling. Here we show evidence that we can exploit slowness vector

deviations the directivity information of the seismic wavefield to extend our knowledge

of Earth structure to smaller scales using large datasets. Analysing seismic array data,

we show strong and measurable focussing and defocussing effects of the teleseismic

P and Pdiff wavefield sampling the deep Earth. We compare the P-wave results to

additional S and Sdiff data and find good agreement between both wavetypes. We can

link the wavefield deviations to strong velocity variations assuming with sharp bound-

aries sampled along the path in the deep mantle. The dataset samples the Pacific and

Gulf of Mexico well and shows strong horizontal incidence (backazimuth) deviations
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in the Pacific (up to 14◦ westwards) and beneath the Gulf of Mexico (up to 5 to 8◦ east-

and west-ward). Using 3D raytracing we are able to forward model the detected back-

azimuth variations of the P and Pdiff dataset. The high frequencies of the P-waves,

density of the ray-paths, and low computational cost of our forward calculation allow

us to construct a higher resolution and more detailed model of velocity anomalies under

Hawaii than was possible with previous methods. The best-fitting velocity model for

the Pacific contains two low-velocity regions located at N25◦/W155◦ and N25◦/W165◦

beneath close to the tip of the Hawaii Emperor chain. The Pacific anomalies have di-

ameters (D) of 6◦ and 2◦ with velocity reductions (dVP ) of 8% and 4% with heights

(H) above the CMB of 70 km and at least 200 km, respectively. We also detect a fast

region of 3% velocity increase in the North Pacific rising at least 300 km above the

CMB with a diameter of 12◦ at N60◦/W175◦. Beneath the Gulf of Mexico we find

ambiguous results with either a slow region (N25◦/ W85◦, H = 200 km, dVP=-3%, D

= 2◦) or a fast region (N15◦/W75◦, H = 200 km, dVP = 3%, D = 4◦) able to explain the

data. We thus show that the directivity information of the seismic wavefield - largely

underexploited - can be used to resolve the fine scale velocity structure of the Earth’s

interior with great accuracy and can deliver additional insight into the velocity structure

of the deep Earth structure.

Keywords: Array Seismology, Lower Mantle Structure, Seismic Velocity, Mantle

Plume, Subduction

1. Introduction1

Tomographic models of the Earth’s lowermost mantle are dominated by two continent-2

sized, nearly equatorial and antipodal regions of reduced seismic velocities (e.g. Rit-3

sema et al., 2011; French and Romanowicz, 2015) generally called Large Low Ve-4

locity Provinces (LLVPs). LLVP locations and shapes are consistent between a large5

number of S-wave velocity models (e.g. Lekic et al., 2012) and are separated by ar-6

eas of higher than average seismic velocities which are commonly interpreted as rem-7

nants of subducted slabs in the deep mantle. LLVPs are of unknown origin, and both8

thermo-chemical (McNamara and Zhong, 2005) and purely thermal (Davies et al.,9
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2012) origins are discussed. LLVPs are characterized by drops in S-wave velocity10

of about 3% (Garnero and McNamara, 2008), sharp boundaries (Ford et al., 2006;11

Ward et al., 2020), and steep sides (To et al., 2005; Ward et al., 2020). The boundaries12

of LLVPs have been shown to have correlations to the surface locations of hotspots13

\citepBurke2008, ultra-low velocity zones (ULVZs) at the CMB14

citep Williams1998, and Large Igneous Provinces \citepTorsvik2006. LLVPs are seen15

as the dominant structures in the deep mantle, both controlling the dynamics of the16

mantle and core \citepMound2019, and reacting to the overall convection processes17

\citepGarnero2008. Geodynamic models show that LLVPs change location and con-18

figuration dependent on mantle flows in response to subduction. This is supported by19

the velocity of the interjacent high S-wave velocity areas showing increases on the or-20

der of 1.5% relative to the average velocity in agreement with existence of subducted21

slab material in these locales.22

Deep seated mantle plumes are proposed as the source for hotspot volcanism and23

ocean island basalts (Morgan, 1971). Although evidence for deep seated mantle plumes24

and their connection to hotspot locations is growing \citepFrench2015, the existence25

of plumes originating from the CMB is still the topic of intense debate partly due to the26

lack of seismic imaging of these small-scale structure at or below the resolution level of27

tomographic inversions. The classical thermal mantle plume consists of a large plume28

head and a narrow conduit transporting material with excess temperatures on the or-29

der of 200 K to the surface (Zhong, 2006), although more recent observations indicate30

broader upwellings connected to intraplate volcanism (e.g. French and Romanowicz,31

2015). Plumes might be relatively stationary and anchored to the CMB (Jellinek and32

Manga, 2002) but can be affected by the background mantle convection (McNamara33

and Zhong, 2005). Imaging of the traditional narrow plume tails evident in numeri-34

cal and physical convection studies is difficult due to their diameter generally being35

well below the resolution of current tomographic models. Nonetheless broader low36

velocity and inferred hot structures have been detected in recent global tomography37

models (French and Romanowicz, 2015) potentially casting doubt on the traditional38

dynamic plume models. The broader upwellings might consist of closely spaced nar-39

rower plumes that are not fully resolved by tomography (French and Romanowicz,40
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2015). But a clear detection of a deep seated plume root is still outstanding. Other41

seismological methods able to resolve regional seismic structure with higher resolution42

than global regularized inversions are necessary to image lower mantle plume struc-43

tures.44

Subducted slabs are the major source of compositional heterogeneity in the man-45

tle. While high velocity features in the upper mantle are common in most tomo-46

graphic models, the velocity anomalies related to slabs seem to disappear around 1000–47

1400 km depth (Shephard et al., 2017) before apparently re-presenting as high velocity48

anomalies below∼2500 km depth. The change of the tomographical expression of sub-49

ducted slabs might be related to changes of tomographic resolution in the mid-mantle,50

changes of the velocity contrast between the slab and the ambient mantle, changes in51

subduction flux over time or changes in mantle viscosity inhibiting flow (Shephard52

et al., 2017). The crustal part of the slab is generally below the resolution of global to-53

mography but crustal remnants have been detected as scatterers of seismic energy in the54

mid- and lower mantle (Frost et al., 2017) at scales below those resolvable by global to-55

mography. Geochemical analysis of e.g. ocean island basalts provides evidence for the56

recycling process of crustal components of subducted slabs into the mantle (Hofmann,57

1997), however, the detailed physical processes are ill-understood.58

Despite current developments in global full waveform tomographic models the re-59

sultant models are not able to resolve the fine scale structure of the mantle due to limita-60

tions in frequency, and the necessary regularization the resultant models are smooth and61

are not able to resolve sharp boundaries indicative to strong thermal or compositional62

heterogeneity. Therefore these models are not able to resolve many of the features of63

the mantle that will allow us to understand mantle dynamics and evolution.64

To understand important processes such as plume formation and ascent, slab re-65

cycling and composition of LLVPs, higher resolution seismic imaging of the lower66

mantle might be required. Here we present results of wavefield directivity information67

i.e. deviations of the horizontal and vertical incidence angle of the seismic wavefield,68

that can be used to resolve smaller scale structure. Deviations of the slowness vector69

of the seismic wavefield and especially backazimuth (horizontal incidence angle) are70

able to resolve smaller scale velocity anomalies in the lowermost mantle that might be71
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below the resolution level of tomographic imaging. While exploiting the directivity in-72

formation directly delivers more insight into mantle structure, including this, currently73

unused, additional information in tomographic inversions of traveltimes or waveforms74

might increase our understanding of the structure of the mantle further.75

2. Data76

We analyse a dataset consisting of 1428 events for the P-wave analysis (Fig. 1a) and77

225 events for S-waves (Fig. 1b). The P-wave data are recorded at the medium aper-78

ture Yellowknife array (YKA) (Natural Resources Canada (NRCAN Canada), 1975)79

located in northern Canada (Fig. 1 a). Yellowknife consists of up to 19 short-period80

(dominant period of 1 s), vertical seismometers arranged in a cross shape with 2.581

km interstation spacing. Additionally, up to five broadband, 3-component stations are82

available. YKA is designed to detect high-frequency seismic P-waves and shows high83

signal coherence and low noise conditions across the array.84

Due to the dominantly vertical instrumentation of YKA with lower sensitivity for S-85

waves and its small aperture not well suited for analysis of S-waves, we augment the P-86

wave dataset with S-wave recordings from up to 29 stations of the POLARIS (Portable87

Observatories for Lithospheric Analysis and Research Investigating Seismicity - FDSN88

network code PO) installation in the Canadian Northwest Territories (Fig. 1b).89

For the YKA P-wave dataset we collect data from events with magnitudes larger90

than 6.0 from January 2000 to March 2012 in an epicentral distance range between91

90◦ and 115◦ from the YKA array center, i.e. events just turning up to 150 km above92

or starting to diffract along the CMB. The POLARIS installation around YKA was93

temporary, with stations deployed mainly between 2001 and 2007 with a few stations94

being operative until 2009. The deployment and decommissioning of stations led to95

slightly varying station distributions changing the network configuration. To allow96

good station coverage in the region for our array processing we collect event data from97

2002 to 2006 for events with magnitudes larger than 6.0 in the epicentral distance range98

from 90◦ to 110◦ from the network center, again focussing on events turning just above99

or diffracting for short distances along the CMB.100
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The data for both datasets cover a wide range of backazimuths. The P-wave dataset101

will allow better sampling of Earth structure and we will use the S-wave data to support102

the P-wave observations. The sampling is shown in Fig. 1a) and b) for P-waves and103

S-waves, respectively. For the P-wave dataset we have especially good sampling across104

the central Pacific towards the Kamchatka peninsular and Siberia and beneath Central105

America. The S-wave dataset roughly samples the same regions, but contains fewer106

usable events leading to much sparser sampling. In the Pacific, we partially sample107

the Large Low Velocity Province (LLVP), especially the region around the Hawaiian108

hotspot where other studies have detected anomalous structures at the CMB (Kim et al.,109

2020; Cottaar and Romanowicz, 2012; Jenkins et al., 2021; Li et al., 2022). Beneath110

Central America and the Gulf of Mexico we sample a region of the lowermost mantle111

dominated by high seismic velocities in tomography models, which has been linked112

to subducted slabs reaching the CMB (Hutko et al., 2006) with a low velocity region113

located towards the East beneath the Gulf of Mexico. Therefore, our dataset potentially114

allows sampling of different tectonic regimes to resolve the wavefield distortions due115

to fast and slow velocity regions.116

3. Method117

To resolve the slowness vector of the incoming wavefield and potential deviations118

from the expected plane wavefront direction we use array processing. The slowness119

vector (with the components of vertical and horizontal slowness or slowness and back-120

azimuth) defines the directivity of the incoming wavefront and can be used to locate the121

earthquake source or, as done here, to characterize the propagation medium. Multiple122

processing methods have been developed to analyse seismic array data to determine di-123

rectivity information for source location and characterization. Due to its small aperture,124

YKA shows limited resolution of the slowness vector for incoming P-waves (Fig. 2c),125

and the array configuration leads to the array response function (ARF) showing strong126

sidelobes aligned in North-South and East-West direction impeding the exact measure-127

ment of the slowness vector and causing varying wavenumber resolution depending128

on the backazimuth of the incoming wavefront. To increase wavenumber resolution129
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we use the F-statistic (Blandford, 1974) which has been shown to improve resolution130

for small and medium aperture arrays (Selby, 2008). The F-statistic (F) is applied to131

the beam b(t) of the trace to produce the F-trace. The F-statistic penalizes incoherent132

energy and arrivals that arrive with different slowness vectors than the coherent energy133

of the signal. The improved ARF of YKA after applying the F-statistics to the beam134

traces as explained below shows a sharp response approaching a δ-peak with strongly135

reduced sidelobes (Fig. 2b) allowing more precise determination of the slowness vec-136

tor.137

138

Let xc be the signal recorded at the reference station of the array with the individual139

array stations being characterized by location vectors ri. The signal recorded consists140

of the coherent signal f(t) and incoherent noise nc(t).141

xc(t) = f(t) + nc(t) (1)

The signal recorded at a different array element xi with location vector ri is time142

shifted due to the location difference and the horizontal and vertical incidence angles143

defined by the slowness vector u144

xi(t) = f(t− ri · u) + ni(t) (2)

with the time shifts defining an apparent velocity (Vapp) of the incident wavefront.145

The time shifts due to sensor location and incidence direction can be removed to align146

the coherent signal and suppress the incoherent noise147

x̃(t) = xi(t+ ri · u) = f(t) + ni(t+ ri · u) (3)

The beam b(t) is now formed as the normalized summation of the time shifted148

traces x̃i(t) from the individual array elements for specific values of backazimuth (θ)149

and slowness (u)150

bθ,u(t) =
1

N

N∑
i=1

x̃iθ,u(t) (4)
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We apply the F-trace in form of a grid search over a range of slownesses u and151

backazimuths θ, defining the vertical and horizontal incidence angle, respectively.152

F (θ, u) = (N − 1)
N
∑M
t=1 bθ,u(t)

2∑M
t=1

∑N
i=1 (xi(t)− bθ,u(t))

2

∣∣∣∣∣
u=12 s/◦

u=0 s/◦

∣∣∣∣∣
θ=360

◦

θ=0◦

(5)

153

154

To determine confidence intervals in the measurement of the slowness vector for155

YKA after applying the F-statistic we use a bootstrapping approach (Efron and Tibshi-156

rani, 1986). We randomly remove 20% of the array traces while replacing. We perform157

200 iterations, which tests show give us stable results of the error estimates. Due to the158

sharp ARF of the F-trace analysis, errors are typically very small (Fig. 3) on the order159

of less than 1 s/◦ and 1◦ for slowness and backazimuth, respectively. Some events show160

larger errors due to poor signal-to-noise ratios or interfering coherent arrivals. Events161

with large error estimates are excluded from further analysis.162

Before analysis using F-beampacking as described in eq. 5 we visually inspect163

all traces and remove obvious data errors (e.g. outages, spikes, steps). P-wave data164

are filtered between 1.0 and 2.0 Hz and S-wave data between 0.05 and 0.1 Hz using a165

fourth-order bandpass. We perform the F-trace stacks for a slowness range from 0 s/◦to166

12 s/◦ and all backazimuths (0◦to 360◦). We choose a time window starting 4 s before167

the theoretical P/S-wave arrival according to the 1D Earth model IASP91 (Kennett and168

Engdahl, 1991) and ending 10 s after this theoretical arrival.169

4. YKA Mislocation Vectors170

YKA is a primary array of the International Monitoring System (IMS) to secure171

compliance with the Comprehensive Test Ban Treaty for nuclear tests. These stations172

are used for precise source location of earthquakes and potential underground nuclear173

explosions based on array processing. As such, the slowness and backazimuth devia-174

tions for IMS stations, in the form of mislocation vectors, are well studied (e.g. Bondár175

et al., 1999; Koch and Kradolfer, 1999). The measured slowness deviations for YKA176

are the smallest of the IMS primary arrays (Bondár et al., 1999; Koch and Kradolfer,177
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1999). The mislocation studies bin the differences between 1D expected and data de-178

termined slowness and backazimuth values in azimuth and slowness bins that are on the179

order of 10◦ for backazimuth and 2 s/◦ for slowness. Therefore, the reported slowness180

vector deviations for arrays will miss small-scale variation in slowness/backazimuth181

deviations as detected here.182

The small average slowness vector deviations measured at YKA, that do not change183

considerably with incidence (Koch and Kradolfer, 1999; Bondár et al., 1999), are likely184

due to the simple and coherent crustal structure of the Slave craton underlying YKA.185

The smoothly varying mislocation vectors measured at YKA are often related to up-186

per mantle structure as has been observed in other localities (Krüger and Weber, 1992;187

Schulte-Pelkum et al., 2003) indicating that the upper mantle beneath YKA is typically188

also not influencing the seismic wavefield much. As the slowness vector measurements189

integrate over the full path from source to receiver, source side structure might also in-190

fluence our measurements. We could minimise the influence of near-source structure191

by analysing deep events only. This would reduce our dataset size and coverage consid-192

erably. We tested the effect of source side structure by restricting the analysis to events193

deeper than 300 km to reduce the potential impact of source side structure. We find194

that this leads to a similar distribution of the slowness vector deviations, indicating that195

source side structure likely is not a dominant factor to create the measured deviations196

reported here. We therefore attribute anythe strong slowness vector deviations ob-197

served here to originate from the deep Earth structure mainly along the diffracted path198

and close to the turning points. Since the POLARIS stations were part of a temporary199

installation the slowness vector deviations for these stations have not been determined.200

Nonetheless, the stations are also located on the Slave craton with expected small lat-201

eral variations in structure. We therefore assume that slowness deviations due to near202

station structure is small.203

5. Results204

We calculate the F-beampacking for all events in the dataset. We observe that205

most P-wave events show well focused F-beampacks (Fig. 3a). Out of the more than206
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1000 P-wave events analysed we detect a small number (∼ 5%) of events where the207

analysis cannot find a clear focus of the F-beampack, likely caused by very low signal-208

to-noise amplitude ratios. These events naturally show large errors in our error anal-209

ysis and are excluded from further interpretation. We also detect evidence for multi-210

pathing in about 3% of the analysed events The results show different multipathing211

behavior with either two arrivals recorded with very similar slownesses but along212

different backazimuth (backazimuth multipathing) or two arrivals arriving the same213

backazimuth (e.g. the great-circle path) but showing different slownesses(slowness214

multipathing) or a mixture of both. We observe backazimuth multipathing in 22 events215

(Fig. \ref{fig:data example}c), slowness multipathing in 20 events (Fig. \ref{fig:data example}d)216

and 13 cases with mixed slowness-backazimuth multipathing. Multipathing in backazimuth217

has been connected to the interaction of the wavefield with sharp sub-vertical interfaces218

in the deep Earth \citep[e.g][]{Ni2002, Ward2020}, while slowness multipathing is219

likely related to subhorizontal boundaries with energy turning above and below the220

interface close to the turning point. with no clear pattern emerging forNo clear pattern221

emerges from the location of the turning points for the multipathed events (see Supp.222

Fig 1supplemental material). The backazimuth deviations in the multipathing events223

are on the order of a few degrees and are much smaller than the maximum deviations224

over the full dataset. Using the information from the slowness differences of the mul-225

tipathed arrivals we can estimate the velocity differences between the two paths to be226

a maximum of 3 to 5%, well within the range of velocity variations expected in the227

lowermost mantle. Events with evidence for multipathing will likely result in larger228

uncertainties for the slowness vector in our bootstrapping approach but might indicate229

sharp velocity gradients close to the CMB (e.g. Ni et al., 2002; Ward et al., 2020).230

Our best sampled region in the Pacific is characterized by strong, consistent P-wave231

backazimuth deviations of up to 14◦ relative to the great-circle path for events with bot-232

toming or diffraction paths points between E185◦ and E205◦. The eastern edge of this233

anomaly is not well resolved due to a lack of sampling. Nonetheless, the backazimuth234

deviations (Fig. 4) return to the great-circle path at the end of the sampling area in the235

west, implying a return to undisturbed mantle velocities. We observe slowness varia-236

tions in this area indicating a reduction in P-wave velocity (Fig. 5). A similar display237
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with radial and transverse slowness residuals (relative to the theoretical IASP91 (Ken-238

nett and Engdahl, 1991) slowness and great circle path backazimuth) are provided as239

Supplemental Figure 4. The Pacific area sampled by the dataset shows a second area240

of strong and consistent deviations around E170◦ and E180◦ although the magnitude241

is smaller than between E185◦ and E205◦. Deviations in this region are mainly clock-242

wise, i.e. the energy arrives from a more westerly direction than expected from the243

great-circle path. Points sampling between E150◦ and E160◦ show mainly clockwise244

deviations although seem potentially less consistent. Further sampling in this area may245

map the precise nature of these deviations.246

A further well-sampled region is located between E260◦ and E280◦ beneath central247

America and the Gulf of Mexico (Fig. 4) showing smaller deviations. In contrast to248

the Pacific backazimuth deviations, these show both clockwise and counterclockwise249

deviations on the order of ±(5◦ to 8◦) with potentially a very sharp boundary around250

E270◦. A small area is sampled in the northern Atlantic showing a clockwise deviations251

of up to 8◦.252

Using the capabilities of YKA we measure the full slowness vector also allowing253

us to map velocity variations based on the horizontal slowness (Fig. 5). We find ve-254

locity variation structure in general agreement with the larger scale structure resolved255

by tomography but also find stronger velocity variations than evident in tomography256

models. Fig. 5b shows the velocity variations relative to PREM (Dziewonski and An-257

derson, 1981) where we see evidence for the boundary of the LLVP in the transition258

from slow and fast velocities around E200◦/N20◦. We also detect a second bound-259

ary towards slow velocities beneath the Sea of Ochotsk and Sakhalin island boundary260

trending from E140◦/N38◦ to E145◦/N50◦ also indicated in tomography models al-261

though this boundary is less well sampled.262

We process the POLARIS S-wave data in the same way as the P-wave data. Due263

to the sparser dataset the continuous deviation is harder to identify (Supplemental Fig.264

2). Qualitatively, the S-wave dataset shows a similar trend as the P-wave data. We find265

the strongest backazimuth deviations between E190◦ and E210◦ and beneath the Gulf266

of Mexico. Overall, we find slightly smaller deviations for S-waves with a non-zero267

mean which might indicate an influence of the background model. Due to the better268
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sampling of the P-wave dataset we will focus on P-waves for the further discussion.269

We analysed traveltime residuals of the P/Pdiff arrivals relative to IASP91 (Kennett270

and Engdahl, 1991) theoretical times (see Supp. Fig. 3). Traveltimes residuals are271

within ± 4 s, with some of the longer Pdiff waveforms being very emergent making272

precise picking difficult. We observe the strongest traveltime variance of the traveltime273

at the locations of the strongest backazimuth variance indicating a complex interaction274

of the wavefield with deep Earth structure.275

Our results show that backazimuth deviations for individual events might be larger276

than previously reported (Ward et al., 2020) and might show coherent and consistent277

deviations from specific regions that can be used to sample the velocity structure of the278

Earth’s interior.279

6. Forward Modeling280

The backazimuth deviations in this dataset show a stronger signal than the observed281

slowness variations, likely sampling mantle structure along the path. Therefore we will282

focus on these in our modeling approach to derive a velocity model to explain the283

backazimuth deviations observed in this dataset. Slowness deviations (Fig. 5) have284

been used previously to map out e.g. lower mantle velocity variations (e.g. Xu and285

Koper, 2009) while similarly large backazimuth deviations for phases sampling the286

lowermost mantle are unusual. Since fully 3D wavefield propagation simulations at287

the required frequencies around 1 Hz are computationally very expensive, we adopt a288

3D raytracing approach through 3D velocity models. We are using the 3D raytracing289

approach of Simmons et al. (2012) and perform grid searches over possible velocity290

deviations from a background model (Fig. 6). This approach uses layers representing291

finite thicknesses in the mantle, with velocity anomalies on a spherical tessellated grid.292

The 3D raytracing provides us with synthetic traveltimes through our altered global293

velocity model from source to the individual array stations. To extract slowness vector294

information from these, we fit a plane to the variation of travel time as a function of295

latitude and longitude of each station in the array, which represents the moveout of the296

signal. Using the slope of this surface we decompose it into slowness and backazimuth.297
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The backazimuth deviations are then defined as the predictions of the 3D versus the298

1D models including the alteration to the 3D model as well the anomalies predicted299

along the path away from the CMB in the 3D background model. The model fit is300

calculated as the root mean square backazimuth deviation difference between the data301

and synthetics, for all modelled data points. We test different 3D models of mantle302

velocity and attempt to minimise the misfit to the data.303

Using this approach, multipathed events can potentially lead to inaccurate inci-304

dence angle measurement using the 3D raytracer. We indeed find evidence for multi-305

pathed arrivals in the traveltimes through our 3D velocity model although we do not306

observe a strong increase of multipathed arrivals between our background model and307

the best-fitting model. We avoid incorrect slowness vector measurements by introduc-308

ing a misfit threshold of 0.1 s for the rms misfit when fitting a plane wavefront to the309

traveltimes to filter out events where multipathed arrivals arrive with strongly different310

traveltimes to the majority of the rays through the model. Inspecting all multipathed311

events we find that our chosen threshold is much smaller than the rms misfit for all312

multipathed events, so that we do not expect erroneous slowness vector results due to313

multipathed arrivals through the 3D model.314

We use subsets of the total dataset to reduce the computation time and allow testing315

of a greater number of velocity models. We seek to minimise the size of the dataset316

while retaining observations that provide sampling of independent paths, both in terms317

of latitude, longitude, and depth. Since we are using ray-theory in our modeling ap-318

proach we are unable to model the Pdiff paths of our dataset. To still cover the same319

area of the globe we have tested moving both source and receivers along the great circle320

path to a suitable distance where we first observe P arrivals. Changing the source and321

receiver configuration will change the paths through the 3D background velocity model322

slightly and therefore the slowness vector deviation contributions from the background323

model. We find that the changes are negligible compared to the deviations observed324

due to the altered velocity structure as only small changes to source and receiver loca-325

tions are necessary and have moved the synthetic sources to avoid diffracted paths in326

our modeling.327

The Pdiff paths are sampling the structure at the CMB with P sampling above328
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the CMB. Due to the restriction of the available sources we are limited to resolving329

structure to a maximum of about 400 km above the CMB with the sampling varying330

throughout the dataset due to the location of the seismicity.331

We have tested a variety of 3D tomographic P-wave models as background mod-332

els (Fig. 7a), including LLNL-G3Dv3 (Simmons et al., 2012), MIT-P08 (Li et al.,333

2008), GyPSuM (Simmons et al., 2010) and DETOX-P3 (Hosseini et al., 2020). Some334

of these models are able to explain the anomalies qualitatively, matching the general335

trend of deviations from certain directions (Fig. 7a). All models are unable to explain336

the magnitude of the deviations recorded in our data. This indicates that travel time337

anomalies exist in the region but the inversions are underpredicting the related velocity338

anomalies due to the inherent damping and regularization of the inversion process. We339

have also tested a recent full-waveform inversion tomography model (GLAD-M25, Lei340

et al. (2020)) that potentially resolves finer scale structure. We find that the differences341

compared to the traveltime tomography models in terms of backazimuth deviation are342

minor. We choose model MIT-P08 (Li et al., 2008) as the background model as it pro-343

duces the lowest misfit between the recorded and synthetic backazimuth deviations for344

recent global P-wave models. We tested if an amplification of the velocity anomalies345

in the models can explain the measured anomalies. We found a moderately satisfactory346

fit to the data by increasing the velocity anomalies in the whole mantle by a factor of347

3, but this lead to unreasonably large negative traveltime anomalies short travel times,348

thus we discount this model. A more more plausible scenario in which velocities were349

increased by a factor of 3 only in the lowest plausible scenario where velocities were350

increased by a factor of 3 in the lowest 200 km of the mantle was also unable to fit the351

data.352

To improve the fit between recorded and synthetic backazimuth deviations we in-353

troduce additional velocity heterogeneity into the 3D background model MIT-P08 (Li354

et al., 2008). We add velocity anomalies of greater magnitude than the background355

model, which shows extremes of only -1.2 and +0.8 % dVp at the CMB across the356

whole Earth. We approximate anomalies as circular velocity reductions extending up357

from the CMB (Fig. 6). Within each anomaly we vary velocity change relative to358

the 3D reference model, radius, and centerpoint location in a grid search, as well as359
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anomaly height above the CMB (i.e. thickness). We approximate anomalies as circular360

velocity reductions within the resolution of the model parametrisation, while varying361

velocity change relative to the 3D reference model, radius, and centerpoint location in362

a grid search, as well as anomaly thickness, with all anomalies extending up from the363

CMB (Fig. 6).364

The circular shape is chosen for modelling simplicity and also because it represents365

the most parsimonious option in the absence of additional information on the shape of366

the anomalous velocity structure. In practical terms, the anomaly is as close as can367

be to circular when mapped onto the spherically tessellated grid, and so the modelled368

anomalies may not be truly circular. These anomalies overwrite the existing veloc-369

ity structure within the background model. We separately model the two best sam-370

pled regions; beneath the mid-Pacific and Central America. We independently model371

the velocity structure in the Pacific and beneath Central America, which are the best372

sampled by the dataset. For the Pacific we first simulate two separate anomalies to373

explain the two areas of strong backazimuth deviations (Fig. 4), which we term the374

Hawaiian and Aleutian anomalies. We vary the size and amplitude of these anomalies375

(independently of each other), with radii from 4 to 16◦ with a step size of 4◦ and veloc-376

ity changes from -8% to -2% and a step size of 2% for the Hawaiian anomaly and -4%377

to -1% with a step size of 1% for the Aleutian anomaly. Anomaly locations are shifted378

in latitude and longitude by 10◦ and 5◦, for the Hawaiian and Aleutian anomaly, re-379

spectively. For the Hawaiian anomaly, we test centre locations between N15◦ to N45◦380

and E195◦ to E225◦ with step sizes of 10◦. We test Aleutian anomaly center locations381

between N45◦ to N70◦ and E175◦ to E200◦ with step sizes of 5◦. For the Hawaiian382

anomaly we initially test anomaly thicknesses (i.e. heights above the CMB) of 100,383

200, 500, and 1000 km, and then repeat using a finer spacing for anomaly thickness of384

30 km, 70 km, 100 km, 200 km, 300 km and 400 km. For the Aleutian anomaly we385

tested thicknesses of 30 km, 70 km, 100 km, 200 km, 300 km and 400 km.386

387

Next, we construct models containing two anomalies in order to fit both Hawaiian388

and Aleutian anomalies simultaneously. Based on the misfit from the single anomaly389

models, we fix the location and properties of the Aleutian anomaly to N60◦/W175◦,390
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with a radius of 12◦ and a velocity increase of 3% over relative to the background391

model, and a thickness of 300 km. We then vary the Hawaiian anomaly location be-392

tween N15◦ to N25◦ and E195◦ to E190◦ with 5◦ step size each. We test velocity393

variations from -8% to -2% with a step size of 2% and radii between 2◦ and 14◦ with394

2◦ step size. For these models the thickness of the anomalies is chosen to be 70 km,395

100 km and 200 km for the Hawaiian anomaly. In addition to the regular grid search,396

we refine the grids around local misfit minima to test further models.397

In testing the Hawaiian anomaly, we find that the back-azimuth deviations at E185◦-398

195◦ and E200◦-205◦ longitude are difficult to fit with a single anomaly. As such, we399

perform a grid search for the location, thickness, width, and strength of two anomalies400

within this region. We search parameters of velocity variations from -2 to -8% relative401

to the background model with a step size of 1%, radii between 2-6◦ with a step size of402

1◦, latitudes between N20◦ and N30◦ with a 5◦ step size for both anomalies, and lon-403

gitudes between W150◦ and W160◦ , and longitudes between W160◦ and W170◦ for404

the two anomalies. We then construct models containing the two anomalies in Hawaii405

and a third anomaly in the Aleutians.406

In total, we have tested ∼4000 unique models for the Hawaiian anomaly, ∼5000407

unique models for the Aleutian anomaly, and ∼800 unique models for the Central408

American anomaly.409

We find that we can reproduce the observed backazimuth deviations well (Fig. 7)410

with the best-fitting velocity structures shown in Fig. 8 and Fig. 9. Anomaly location,411

strength, and height can be well constrained. Nonetheless, there are uncertainties in the412

data that which can lead to several models fitting the data beneath the Gulf of Mexico413

almost equally well.414

Using the forward modeling approach we find that a model with multiple addi-415

tional velocity structures in addition to the 3D background velocity model is able to416

fit the data sampling the Pacific (Fig. 8). We find that two slow velocity structures in417

the vicinity of the surface location of the tip of the Hawaiian chain are able to explain418

the observed backazimuth deviations. These are located at N25◦/W155◦ and N25◦/419

W165◦ with diameters of 2◦and 6◦, respectively. Using the combination of P and Pdiff420

paths in this area we are able to resolve the heights of these structures to be at least 200421
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km for the narrow eastern anomaly and 70 km for the wider western anomaly depths of422

these structures at least 200 km for the narrow eastern anomaly and 70 km tall for the423

wider western anomaly. We constrain the velocity reductions in these areas to be -4%424

for the western 200 km, and -8% for the eastern 70 km anomaly. To fit the furthest,425

eastern part of the profile in the Pacific we require a fast anomaly rising up to at least426

300 km above the CMB with a diameter of 12◦ located at N60◦/W175◦ showing a427

velocity increase of 3% to the 1D velocity background. This model is able to explain428

the the backazimuth deviations of the dataset in the Pacific (Fig. 4).429

430

The second well-sampled region is located beneath central America and the Gulf431

of Mexico (Fig. 4). We perform similar forward modeling to find the best fitting model432

to explain the observed backazimuth deviations. We modify location of slow and fast433

velocity anomalies (-3≤dVP ≤+3%) ranging from N10◦ to N30◦ latitude and E265◦434

to E285◦ longitude in 5◦ increments. The velocity anomaly is modeled as circular435

with radii of 2◦ to 6◦ (in 2◦ increments) and with heights of 70, 100, 200 and 300 km.436

The background velocity model at the CMB in this region shows both fast velocities437

that are associated with the subduction and folding of the Cocos plate (Hutko et al.,438

2006), and some tomographic models also show slow velocities towards the east of the439

high-velocity region, roughly located beneath Florida (e.g. Li et al., 2008; Lu et al.,440

2019; Hosseini et al., 2020).441

We find that two models are able to explain our results equally well (Fig. 7, 9).442

We find either a 200 km tall, 3% velocity reduction with a diameter of 2◦ centred at443

N25◦/W85◦ can fit the data, or else a 200 km tall structure located at N15◦/W75◦ with444

a diameter of 4◦ and a velocity increase of 3% can explain the measured backazimuth445

deviation equally well.446

7. Discussion447

Our modeling demonstrates that the wavefield distortions that which manifest as448

backazimuth deviations are able to resolve velocity structures along the raypaths and449

are most sensitive close to the turning point of the rays. The resolved velocity structures450
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in the lowermost mantle are potentially stronger than those imaged by tomographic451

models and we can achieve higher resolution. Our background velocity model (MIT-452

P08) uses seismic traveltimes as data input for the inversion. Full-waveform inversion453

models are potentially able to resolve smaller scale structure and are able to resolve454

velocity anomalies more accurately. We tested a recent tomography models (GLAD-455

M25, Lei et al. (2020)) but find little advantage over MIT-P08 as background model.456

In this discussion we focus on the best sampled region in the central Pacific.457

The central Pacific has previously been sampled using Sdiff (Cottaar and Romanow-458

icz, 2012; Li et al., 2022; To et al., 2011; Kim et al., 2020) indicating a thin (∼ 20 km),459

low velocity (dVS ≈ -20%) ULVZ-type structure to the south west of the tip of the460

Hawaiian chain (centred around W172.3◦/N15.4◦). Different studies report different461

lateral extents for this anomaly up to 1000 km (Cottaar and Romanowicz, 2012). Sim-462

ilar structures have been resolved using ScS (Jenkins et al., 2021) resolving a larger463

scale ULVZ-type structure covering the CMB with a diameter of up to 1000 km with464

a thickness of ∼20 km. The structure and locations of these ULVZs are different from465

what we resolve using our dataset. We have tested the model proposed by Li et al.466

(2022) but it fails to explain our detected backazimuth anomalies likely due to the dif-467

ferent datasets sampling the mantle differently with the dataset analysed here sampling468

higher above the CMB than 20 km in the vicinity of the Li et al. (2022) anomaly. Our469

S-wave dataset (Suppl. Fig. 2), although we do not model it in detail, shows compa-470

rable backazimuth deviations to the P-waves, indicating that we are sampling similar471

structures with both datasets and the difference between previous studies and the anal-472

ysis here is likely not related to differences in P and S-wave structure. We conclude473

that due to the different source-receiver configuration between this and earlier studies474

we sample a different region of the lowermost mantle beneath the Pacific than earlier475

studies and cannot compare our resolved structure to the structures previously resolved.476

The detection of similar structures in close proximity might indicate a complex lower477

mantle in this region. The northern location of YKA leads to different sampling of the478

lowermost mantle in the Pacific. We therefore have no constraints on the structures479

reported earlier, but the additional detection of low velocity structures reported here480

indicate that a multitude of velocity anomalies might exist in the lowermost mantle and481
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are not fully resolved by tomographic models.482

The area beneath the Gulf of Mexico is not as well sampled using high-resolution483

methods. One study reports a ULVZ structure to the east of where we detect a strong484

anomaly \citep{Havens2001}, while \cite{Thorne2019} find observations of a ULVZ485

in a similar location where we detect a possible low-velocity structure, although our486

detected structure seems to be much taller than standard ULVZs. With a velocity487

reduction of only 3% necessary to fit our data, the velocity anomaly is smaller than488

typically detected for ULVZ. The alternative best-fitting model showing a fast anomaly489

(at W75◦/N15◦) agrees reasonably well with tomography structure, but shows a stronger490

velocity increase than resolved in the tomography models.491

The region beneath the Gulf of Mexico has been well sampled for anisotropy \citep{Maupin2005,492

Nowacki2010} finding evidence for complex anisotropy in the lowermost mantle likely493

due to deformation linked to subduction beneath central America. The detected anisotropy494

is laterally variable on small-scales citepMaupin2005 and the data might require additional495

velocity variations \citep{Nowacki2010}. The anisotropy in this region indicates a496

dynamically active lowermost mantle linked to subduction processes in our sample497

region which is able to explain both competing models. Our best-fitting model for the498

Pacific consists of two slow anomalies relative to the background velocity model (MIT-499

P08 (Li et al., 2008)) close to the surface location of the Hawaiian intra-plate volcanism500

(Fig. 10). We are able to track these structures to 70 km and at least 200 km above the501

CMB. The shorter (∼70 km), broader (∼8◦) anomaly shows a velocity reduction (VP )502

of∼8% which is close to ULVZ properties, but the anomaly seems to be too tall for our503

current understanding of ULVZs (Yu and Garnero, 2018). The taller anomaly shows a504

velocity reduction of ∼4%, which seems small for ULVZ. Its geometry (2◦ radius and505

at least 200 km height above the CMB) does not indicate ULVZ structure but indicates506

a narrow cylindrical structure rising from the CMB. The velocity reduction of 4% in507

the lowermost mantle could potentially be explained by a thermal or thermo-chemical508

structure in a plume-like geometry (Goes et al., 2004).509

We experiment with different boundary widths of the anomalies in our forward510

modeling through spatial smoothing. Still, we find that we require relatively sharp511

boundaries as indicated in our best fitting models to explain the sharp growth of the512
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backazimuth deviations which potentially could support a thermo-chemical origin of513

the plume-like structures (Dannberg and Sobolev, 2015).514

Due to the sampling of the anomalies our resolution of the width of the anomaly515

is better in south-east to north-west direction than in the along-ray direction. For ease516

of modeling, we model the anomalies as approximately circular features but have little517

constraint on the extent in south-west to north-east direction. Using crossing paths518

would help to reduce the uncertainties of the geometry.519

The high velocity anomaly anomalies towards the Aleutians is likely related to the520

long standing subduction of slab material in this region likely forming a sheet-like fast521

structure in the mantle. We are not able to resolve this structure with the current mod-522

eling limitations. Due to the source-receiver configuration we are not able to constrain523

the height of the top of the fast material trace the fast material to depths further above524

the CMB and our simplified modeling is not able to resolve its detailed structure; our525

modeled modelled anomaly is likely much larger in the along-ray direction than the true526

anomaly. Using P-waves recorded at shorter distances potentially can allow to track527

structures throughout the mantle. Nonetheless, we likely detect the effect of colder and528

faster subducted material on the seismic wavefield.529

We find that two contrasting models for the paths crossing the Gulf of Mexico with530

both high and low velocity structure explain the backazimuth deviations similarly well.531

This indicates some non-uniqueness of the model which could be reduced by crossing532

paths and better sampling. Both structures seem reasonable for the region with the533

high velocity structure potentially related to the subduction of the Cocos plate (Hutko534

et al., 2006) and the low velocity potentially related to partial melting at the edge of the535

slab (Thorne et al., 2019; Li, 2020). We also note the existence of a broader, weaker536

lower velocity areas in the tomography models (Fig. 9) in a similar location to the low537

velocity structure detected here.538

8. Conclusions539

We show that the directivity information, and especially the backazimuth, contains540

information on mantle velocity structure that can be used to map the Earth’s interior.541
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Using a dataset recorded at a small aperture array we are able to resolve small-scale542

low velocity structure in the central Pacific rising several 10s to hundreds of kilome-543

tres away from the CMB showing velocity reductions of 4 to 8%. In the Pacific the544

location of two slow velocity anomalies is close to the tip of the Hawaiian volcanic545

chain potentially indicating a plume root at the CMB related to the intraplate volcan-546

ism at the surface. Our model indicates a broader base that then narrows to a thin547

roughly cylindrical structure. As such this structure resembles plume structure as de-548

tected in recent tomographic models (e.g. French and Romanowicz, 2015). We are549

also able to detect fast velocity structures with the backazimuth deviations that are in550

agreement with the subduction of the Pacific plate beneath the Aleutians and the Cocos551

plate beneath central America showing that fast and slow velocity anomalies can be552

resolved. Nonetheless, the dataset shown here shows some ambiguity of the results553

due to the dominant sampling direction for the dataset retrieved from a single array.554

This ambiguity of the derived velocity models could potentially be resolved with better555

sampling and crossing paths to better constrain velocity anomalies and structure. Using556

a combination of traveltimes and directivity information in joint inversions of seismic557

information might allow better resolution of the Earth’s lowermost mantle.558
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Figure 1: (A) P-wave seismic dataset with sources (circles) recorded at the Yellowknife Array (YKA –

inverted triangle). Sampling of the lowermost mantle is indicated by yellow paths (Pdiff ) and circles (P

turning point location). Distance from YKA is indicated as dashed lines from 20◦to 120◦distance. Back-

ground shows seismic velocities of tomography model by Ritsema et al. (2011) with the structure shown

at the core-mantle boundary. (B) Location of POLARIS stations (blue triangles) used for S-wave analysis.

YKA station configuration is shown in right hand side insert with the YKA location shown as red triangles

on map.

12. Figures704
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Figure 2: Improvement of the standard slowness/backazimuth resolution of YKA (left) through the appli-

cation of the F-statistic (right). Normalised beam-power as a function of beam slowness and backazimuth.

Slowness ranges from 0 s/◦to 12 s/◦.
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Figure 3: Data examples. a) F-beampacking results for event on 03-JUN-2008 16 : 20 showing well

focussed energy with little slowness vector uncertainty. b) Seismic traces for event shown in a) display

by increasing epi-central distance. c) F-beampacking example of event 01-OCT-2002 08 : 46 showing

multipathing in backazimuth direction. d) F-beampacking results for 09-SEP-2002 04 : 03 showing mul-

tipathing in slowness.
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Figure 4: Backazimuth deviations relative to the great circle path based on source and receiver location.

Errors were determined through bootstrapping the original array traces. Only datapoints with errors less than

5 s/◦ are shown. A) Full dataset. Insert shows the ray paths of the dataset with the area of the most anomalous

backazimuth measurements outlined by the yellow raypaths. Green profiles mark the areas highlighted in

A. Arrow indicates the location of Hawaii.. B) Focus on the densely sampled region of the Pacific. For the

equivalent display of the S-wave results see Supplemental Figure 2.
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Figure 5: Slowness deviations relative to 1D Earth model PREM Dziewonski and Anderson (1981). A) Full

dataset with slowness deviation shown along the Pdiff refraction path or at the bottoming point of the P path.

Contour lines show the tomography model MIT-P08 Li et al. (2008) at the CMB given each ±0.25% with red

lines being velocity reductions and blue increases. The 0% contour line is shown as solid line. Dashed line

shows outline of area shown in B. B) Binned and averaged velocity deviations based on measured slowness

values from dataset. The path length of the diffracted path is taken into account. Velocity changes are given

relative to the CMB velocity of PREM. Bins with diagonal line are sampled by a single datapoint. The

boundary of the LLVP seems to be visible in the south-east of the sampled region.
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Figure 6: Sampling grid for forward modeling. The three regions (Hawaii, Aleutians, Gulf of Mexico) are

first modeled independently with combined and refined modeling in a second step. For each forward model

grid point we model circular anomalies with varying diameters, velocity changes and heights above the

CMB. See text for modeling details.
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Figure 7: Synthetic backazimuth deviations for different mantle velocity models. a) Comparison of back-

azimuth deviations from 3D tomographic velocity models for the synthetic dataset sampling the Pacific.

Recorded backazimuth deviations are shown as black symbols with error bars. Symbol color indicates turn-

ing depths of the P-wave. b) Synthetic backazimuth deviations for the best fitting model for the Pacific

region. Symbol color indicates turning depths of the P-wave. Recorded backazimuth deviations are shown

as grey symbols. c) Synthetic backazimuth deviations for the best fitting model for the Gulf of Mexico.

Recorded backazimuth deviations are shown as grey symbols. Symbol color indicates turning depths of the

P-wave. Slow velocity model is indicated by symbols with black outlines and fast velocity model results are

shown as symbols with thick blue outlines.
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Figure 8: Velocity structure of the best-fitting model for the Pacific. Shown is the velocity structure at depths

of 2688 km, 2733 km, 2778 km, 2823 km, 2868 km and 2889 km (CMB) constrained by the spherical

tesselation of LLNL-Earth3D (Simmons et al., 2012). Background models is MIT-P08 Li et al. (2008).

Beneath Hawaii the broader western low velocity structure has a smaller height than the narrower eastern

low velocity structure. Beneath the Aleutians we can track a high velocity structure throughout our sampled

depth interval. We limit the modeling to circular structure (within the resolution of the model) and have not

explored other geometries for the structures. Black circle indicates the approximated location of the 20 km

thin ULVZ detected using Sdiff postcursors (e.g. Cottaar and Romanowicz, 2012; Li et al., 2022) and the

strongest ULVZ detected using ScS traveltimes (Jenkins et al., 2021) and S-waveforms (Kim et al., 2020).

Due to the thin structure in this location the dataset analysed here is not sampling this region of the mantle.
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Figure 9: a) Velocity structure of best fitting model including a low velocity anomaly with background

velocity model MIT-P08 Li et al. (2008) beneath the Gulf of Mexico.b) Alternative model allowing similar

fit to the data including a high-velocity anomaly beneath the Gulf of Mexico
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Figure 10: Conceptual sketch of the Pacific structures resolved using P/Pdiff backazimuth deviations. Red

areas indicate velocity decreases mainly found beneath the Hawaiian Islands and blue structures indicate

velocity increases found beneath the Aleutian subduction. The taller structure beneath Hawaii can be traced

up to 200 km above the CMB, but might extend further towards the surface. Surface shows the topography

and bathymetry of the region. Figure is not to scale.
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